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I. Introduction 

Th() literature of logical desigu has tremendously increased since the 
foundational publication of SHANNON [1], and as a result of this nowadays 
there are many effective algebraic methods available for the logical designer. 
Especially well elaborated is the theory of static logical net"works and syn
chronous automata (discrete-time networks); their usefulness were proved by 
design practice. 

Apparently, it is quite another case for dynamic logical networks: 
hardly any articles published results referring to this and, according to our 
knowledge, a precise algebraic foundation has not been found yet. The basic 
circuits of dynamic logical networks are mostly very simple while their more 
general form affords wider design facilities. The reason of this greater genera
lity is that beside the logic levels their changes (the so-called edges) and 
their quick alternations (the so-called pulses) can also be used for establishing 
logical relationships. In compliance "with this fact, the ·'level-pulse variable" 
expression is used in the Russian literature. The greater generality and the 
simple means of realization promise a good prospect for the dynamic networks 
only the appropriate general designing methods should be found which aid 
the designer in the field of dynamic logic too. This paper tries to establish 
the algebraic foundation of these designing methods. 

In order to avoid lengthiness, the proofs are in the most part only 
briefly summarized and in simpler cases completely omitted. 

n. Definition of logical values 

Our first most important step is the disavowal of the two valued Boolean 
algebra based exclusively on signal levels, and the introduction of ne"w logical 
values. The aim is to find such a logical structure which defines operations, 
as best for the requirements of logical design, for the expanded set of 
logical values and for the functions defined on this set as well. 
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First of all, we define the set of symbols for the logical values and the 
corresponding distinctive physical states. In the usual way the symbols 0 
and 1 will belong to the two logic levels while the level changes, considered 
as those of a finite interval, will be represented by the symbols 2 and 3. Thus 
our set of symbol-types is N = {O, 1, 2, 3}. The connections with physical 
states are as follows: a logical value alw-ays symbolizes one of the possible 
four states of a physical quantity. If the variation domain of a physical quan
tity, varying continuosly according to our assumption, are divided to three 
subdomains of which none has zero measure, and only one (open) domain 
adjoins the two others (closed domains) at the same time, then the two outside 
domains can be represented by the 0 and 1 symbols. Let us assume that the 
variation of the physical quantity in the centre domain is always strictly 
monotonous. In this case 2 is the symbol for the state of the physical quantity 
when, in the centre domain, it changes from the domain already marked 0 
to domain 1. Symbol 3 represents the state 'when the physical quantity, also 
in the centre range, changes into the opposite direction. Further on, we assume 
that the physical quantity symbolized logically belongs to but one of the above 
four states, consequently the corresponding logical value can always be 
construed in the course of examination. 

Three valued logics ,vere already used e.g. in [2] and [3] for the synthesis 
of logical networks built up of elements having three states and for eliminating 

hazards respectively. As for the successful application of logics with more 
than three values, there is to be found no reference in the literature. 

HI. Operations in N, the ,Jr1 Boolean algebra 

After determining the elements of the set .IV, disregard 
physical quantity and make set lV and the algebraic structure 
it the basis of our examination. 

Introduce the operations of two variables the disjunction 
junction (/\) and the operation of one variable the inversion 
of the following truth tables: 

10 
i 

1 2 3 /\[ 0 1 2 3 'i 
0: 0 1 

I :2 3 O!OOOO -0-

l' 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 2 3 1 
: 

2 2 1 2 1 2 0~2 2 0 2 

3 3 1 1 3 3 o 3 0 3 3 

the concrete 
formed from 

( \/) and con
) by means 

(3.1) 

(It would he incorrect to call the inversion negation because with more than 
two logical values, the negated value of an arbitrary logical value a, inasmuch 
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as the negation means "non a", is not a determined logical value, and in this 
way the negation is not an operation). 

Introducing the above operations the set N apparently became a struc
ture which will be designated as .--f/·l . 

For the sake of a more convenient 'way of \uiting let us introduce the 
following conventions: the metalogical operational and quantification symbols 

of the statements to be found in the theorems are (to make a distinction from 
the sign of similar operations which are just going to be discussed) the "or", 
"and", ~ (it is not true, that), =- (if ... then), <=>- (if, and only if), 'rJ (for 
all ... ), 3 (there exists such ... that). 

We use letters which represent an arbitrary element of the considered 
set orsub set. The expressions, formed by means of such letters and the 
introduced operational signs in a predetermined manner, are called formulae. 
Thus for instance if A (x) is a formula containing letter x, and 3 ! is the sign 

of the singular quantifier, then the definition determining the singular quan
tifier is: 

3!xA(x)<=>-3xA(x) and 'rJx'rJy(A(x) and A(y) =- x=y). 

Returning to the examination of ·.-4"'1' it is apparent that the disjunction 
defines an ordering relation as well: 

'rJa'rJb(a V b = b <=>- a::;: b), (3.2) 

i.e. the a Vb = b relation is reflexive, nonsymmetrical and transitive. On the 
basis of (3.2) 

0:::;;' 2 ::;: 1 and 0::::;: 3 ::;: 1. (3.3) 

Since 

'rJa( 0 a and a::::;: 1) 

we may regard 0 as a mmlmum and 1 as a maximum element. 
It is apparent that the minimum and maximum element fulfils the 

statements. 

Va(a 1\ 0 = 0) 

va(a V 1 = 1) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

We introduce the notation for structures applied by [4]: if .9"is a struc
ture, than.9"= <S;R;lvI;K>, where S is the set of the elements of the 
structure, R is the defined relations, 1\;[ is the defined operations and K is 
the aggregate of the special elements. For example, the Boolean algebra of 
the 0, 1 logical values is an ordinary Boolean algebra: 

/lJ = <{O, I}:::;:; V, /\, -; 0, 1>. 

With this notation j~l = < (0, 1, 2, 3}; <; V, 1\, 0,1>. 

4 Periodica Polytechnic. El. Xlj3 
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It can be shown with simple means that vlrl is a lattice with respect 
to the operations V and /\. The six axioms of lattice theory [5] require that 

"i/Q"i/b (a V b = b V a) 

"i/a "i/b"i/c «a V b) Vc = a V (b V c)) 

"i/Q "i/b (a V (a /\ b) . a) 

"i/a "i/b (a /\ b = b ha) 

"i/Q"i/b "i/c «a /\ b) /\ c = a ;\ (b /\ c)) 

"i/a"i/b (a /\ (a V b) = a). 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

(3.6c) 

(3.6d) 

(3.6e) 

(3.6f) 

On the basis of the definition (3.1), the fulfilment of (3.6 a-f) can be simply 
verified. 

If 'we regard the structures in which lattice operations are defined as a 

logical structure (shortly: logic), it follows that vl"'l is a logical structure. 
In addition to the characteristics (3.6 a-f) it can also be easily verified 

that 

"i/a "i/b Vc (a /\ (b V c) = (a /\ b) V (a J\ c)). (3.7) 

According to a well known lattice-theoretical theorem [5] in case of the ful
filment of (3.7) the 

"i/aVbvc(aV (b /\ c) = (a V b) /\ (a Vc)) (3.8) 

"tatement is true as 'well, i.e. the distrihutivity exists in the opposite order 
too, that is the lattice is distributive. 

The complement of element a is element u for 'which the following con
ditions are valid 

a /\ u = 0 and a \/ u 1. (3.9) 

If 
Va 311 (a /\ u = 0 and Cl '/ u == 1) (3.10a) 

holds then the lattice is called complemented; if furthermore 

'Va 31 II (a /\ u = 0 and Cl V u = 1) (3.10b) 

then the lattice is called uniquely complemented. vr~ is uniquely eomplemented 
hecause for distributive lattices the theorem is valid [5] that if thcy haye 
maximum and minimum elements, then not more than one u belongs to any 
a which fulfils (3.9), howcycr u -, a fulfils (3.9). 

The complemented distributive lattices are referred to as gencralized 
Boolean algebra or simply Boolean algebra in the lattice theoretiealliteraturt'. 

Thus "//"'1 is a Boolean algebra. 
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We should make a remark here that instead of the £1 four valued 
logical structure the S'J= < {O, 1,2, 3}; <; U, n, -; ",,--,,0, 3>, so called Post

logic could have been introduced, where the definitions of operations are: 

def 
a U b = max (a, b) 

def 
a n b = min (a, b) 

def 
""--' a = a + 1 (mod 4,) 

def 
-a=3 a. 

(3.11a) 

(3.11b) 

(3.11c) 

(3.11d) 

It can be briefly proved that though (3.11 a-b) define lattice operations, 
the complement cannot be construed and this way ,y] is not a Boolean algebra. 
Therefore, it is more practical to work 'with ·j/"l (or 'with .... .//" which is to be 
introduced later on), because far more 'well applicable theorems are known 
for Boolean algebras and in this way their theory is far more elaborated too. 

It is valid for Boolean algebras and so for C/r1 too [5] that 

~a~b(, (a V b) = I a /\ ,b) (3.12a) 

and 

~a~b(-(a/\b)=,aV ,b) (3.12b) 

respectively. These two theorems are the generalization of De~lorgan's theo
rems. 

IV. The S'i Boolean algehra of functions which can he construed on vri 

Consider A and B as two arbitrary sets. In this case the direct product 

A >< B is the set of the element pairs (a, b), a EA, bE B. If.sP is an algebraic 
structure on set S, then the 

f:S>"'-rS 

type homomorphisms are ealled k-valued functions on.sP (sec [4J). (SY k mcans 
the k-fold direct product of sct S with its cif, i.e. its k-th "direct power".) 
At the same time (4.1) also expresses that 

(4.2) 

i.e. with an arbitrary choice of Xi-S the homomorphic image of the element 

(Xl' X:! ••• , Xli) E sxli is an appropriate f E S element. (In the forthcomings 
it will 110t he disturhing if hoth the function and its value will be denoted 

4* 
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by the same letter.) Therefore, the homomorphism of (4.1) can bf' 'Hitten 

in the form f(x1, X2'" • Xlc) where the Xi"S are arbitrary, undetermined 
elements in S. 

The identity of the two functions is defined: 

Let as now deal with not more than k-valued functions in the form 
f: N xk -+ N, and within this with their set F; determined hereafter: 

0,1,2,3 EFL 

f(X1,·· .,x,,)EFt and h(x1,·· .,xd = I f(x1,·· .,xd = 

h(x1, .•. , Xlc) E FL 

f(x 1, ..• , Xlc) E Ft and g(x1,···, Xi() E Ft and h(x1,···, xd = 

= f(x1, ..• , x,J \j g(x1, .•• , x,,) = h(x1,···, XIJ E Ft, 

f(X1, ..• , XI,) E Ft and g(x1,···, XIJ E Ft and h(x1,···, Xlc) = 

=f(x1,·· "XIJ /\g(x1, ..• ,X,,) => h(x1, •.. ,xtJ· 

With the above definition Fi was directly construed as a Boolean algebra, 
i.e. a logical structure: 

Since the .7; structure was generated with the operations of vi"' l' .7i' may be 
regarded as the structure of functions construed on the ../'1 Boolean algebra. 
It is obvious that all theorems, shown so far for J" l' are also valid for 7;' 

In the forthcomings we shall deal 'with the problem that on ,vhat con
ditions can be all functions in Fi expressed by means of favoured functions. 

That r lattice element is called irreducible for the disjunction, for which 

--r3a3b(r=a\jb and a==/=r and b==/=r). 

If for an element a 

j 

a= V r .. 
i=l 

(4.3) 

and r l' r 2' •.• , rj are irreducible elements, the (4.4) is the irreducible disjunctive 
expansion of a. 
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Let us now define the atoms of the lattice. The eleme!lt q is the atom of 
the lattice if 

'If x(q A x = 0 or q A x = q) and q + 0). (4.5) 

It is apparent that q is at the same time an irreducible element for the dis
junction, otherwise 

3a 3b (q = a V b and a -/- q and b =1== q and a + 0 

becausc from (4.3) 

--r (r = n V b and a rand b r and a = 0); 

thus 

3 a (q A a = a and a " q and a --;- 0) 

as a consequence of (3.6 f). Comparing with (4.5) it may be seen, that q 
cannot be an atom. 

Similar considerations can be taken as regards the irreducible elements 
for conjunction and dual atoms resp. (in each relationship only the V -+ !\, 
A -+ V, 0 -+ 1 replacements should be made); because of the complete analogy, 
following from the duality theorem of lattice theory, this case is not dealt 
·with separately. 

A lattice is called atomic if Q is the set of its atoms and 

v x 3 q (x " 0 = x A q and q E Q). (4.6) 

It can be stated as a special case of a general theorem that all thc lattices, 
having a finite number of elements, are atomic [5]. 

In distributive lattices the theorem is valid [5]: each element of the 
lattice, differing from the minimum element, disregarding the sequence of 

the components, has at the maximum one not abbreviatable irreducible dis
junctive expansion. Such expansion of an irreducible element is the element 
itself in compliance ·with the definition. 

In Boolean algebras, all the elements, irreducible for disjunction, are 
at the same time atoms too. Th;.s theorem can be proved e. g. on the basis of 
a well known theorem that states the unique expandability of each lattice
element with the aid of complete conjunctive terms, that is with the ai.d 
of atoms. 

Applying the above considerations for Y~, it can be seen that Y~ is 
atomic (the number of the not more than k valued functions is obviously 
finite), and all of its elements (apart from the 0 valued constant function) 
can be expanded uniquely by the disjunctive expression of atoms. This ex
pansion is called the canonical form in Y~. 
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Omitting the simple proof, 'we mention that the atoms of ·.Ti' can !tl~ 
expressed in the form 2 !\ Q~, 3 !\ Q£ from where 

" Qk = .A (m} /\ Xj \j -, m} /\ -, Xj). 
J=1 

(4.7) 

" Here mJ = 0, 1 and i ..,. i ')j -1 0 < i < 2" - 1. -'= mj _ , 
1=1 

From the fore goings it is evident that the basic characteristics of . .T~ 
greatly correspond 'with the characteristics of the Boolean algebra cP/, of not 
more than k-yalued functions construed on the [JJ ordinary Boolean algebra. 
The question arises, 'whether 7~ can be decomposed, in some way, into two 
twovalued c4" Boolean algebras? 

In general, a lattice Sf' can be decomposed into the direct composition 

oflattices 'Y1 and -2"2 (in designation.9 ·2"1 ® .9z), if an a l E ·q'1' a 2 E2"z 
elementpair can he assigned uniquely to an element a E2" (in designation 

a +-> (aI' a 2)) so that 

aLb+--+(a 1 u1 bl ,a2 U 1 b2) 

anb+--+(a1 n 1 b1 ,a:> n 2 b2) 

( 4 .. 8a) 

(4.8b) 

(4.8c) 

where U, n, -, in .2", U1, nI' ! 1 inq'p and Uz' nz' -, 2 in .yez are defined as 
lattice operations and complement formations [5]; b Ef, bI Efl' b2 E .2"2' 

On the hasis of the foregoing, .7i is directly decomposable in the c4" ® 

form. The decomposition can he given e.g. in the following manner: a ",-'7' 

-<-+ (al. a2), where in a "truth" tahle: 

a a l a'2 

0 0 0 

1 1 1 (1.9) 
2 .0 1 

3 • 1 0 

replacing U, n, -, with the operations defined in 7; and the operations of 

the ordinary Boolean algehra putting instead of U l' U 2' nI' n 2' I. . 2' 
the abovc decomposition can be yerified. 

The four-yalued Boolean algebra, discussed in the foregoing, is a means 
applicable for the description of static logic net'works hecause the OR-gates, 
AND-gates and inverters playing a role in such networks, realize in effect 
the operations defined in (3.1). Though, by means of the four-yalued Boolean 
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algebra beside the levels the edges can be considered as well, the procedures 
in the above structure do not differ in effect from those used in the ordinary 
Boolean algebra, moreover, J~ decomposes into two ordinary Bo01ean 

algebras. 
We mention it here, that apart from the redesignation of the four logical 

values (3.1), the definition of operations is unique if we want that 0..//"'1 and o.9'i 
resp. should be Boolean algebra. 

V. The vi"' and J-k complete Boolean algehras 

There is one essential difference between the Boolean algebras (0/; and 
~/; h'1 I k 0 11 B X /; B f . er" d . 1 d .7 1: w 1 e Lt) comprises a rp: -+ unctIOns, J 1 oes not Inc u e 
all mappings of the form f: N,<k -- ~V, but it is the Boolean sub-algebra of 
these transformations (functions). 

To verify this statemcnt, a function of a single variable is shown. ·which. 
despite of bei~g an N -+ N mapping is not the elcn;ent of Fi' : f: 0 -+ 0', 1 -+ 0, 
2 -+ 1, 3 -+ O. Designate this function bx (read delta-dash); in the forth
coming it ,,-ill play an important role. 

Construe the B. -function as an operation defined in iY: 

6: 

0 0 

1 0 (.5.1) 

2 1 

3 0 

Hereupon, we shall form a new structure: .---/' (N; /\, -" B.; 0,1). 
We can construe the;;7" function-structure on this structure. only in part 

IV in the definition of Fie, should he written instead ~f F1' and it 
should be completcd with the dcfinition linc 

Now let us define the following ha5ic functions: 

dei 
! IX==f;..x\! ~-IX 

def 
Po (X) = iX/\, X 

def 
PI (x) = x /\ i X 

( 5.2) 

(5.3a) 

(5.3b) 
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(5.3c) 

(5.3d) 

(On the left side of (5.2) read: square.) By means of these functions, the atoms 
of yk can be written like this: 

k 

qi,. = 2/\ A pi", (Xm) , 0 (5.4a) 
m=l 

(5.4b) 

where in both cases 0 < im < 3. If we use the exponent designation, usual 
III ordinary Boolean algehras, and definition like 

. def 
Xl = Pi (X), (5.5) 

then 
k k 

q£=2/\ A x~;', O<j<4k, j= ~ im clm-I, 
m=l m=l 

(5.6a) 

. k k 

q/c = 3 /\ A x~,;" 
m=l 

4k ::;: j < 2Ak, j = 4k + .2E im 4m-l. 

m=l 

(5.6b) 

No'w the statement can bc made that ]k is the Boolean algebra of all 
f: N xk 

-+ N type, four-valued functions of not more than k-variables. Only 
that should be sho'wn that (5.6 a-b) really produce the atoms of all four 
valued functions, since hereafter all the other functions can be given as 
irreducible disjunctive forms. 

First of all, the proof of an lemma is outlined. Let 2 = <L; <; U, n, 
., ; 0, n-l) be an atomic lattice of n elements where L = {O,l, ... , n-l}, 
U and n are lattice operations, while., means the forming of a complement. 
Let f be the mapping of the elements of set L xk, into the elements of set L. 
Let ale be the lattice of functions definable in lattice 2, of not more than k 
variables. Herewith, f is an atom in ale if and only if 

(5.7a) 

Here q means any atom of L, f- l is the inverse transformation of f, card (L qCk
) 

is the cardinality of subset L; k. This condition can be wTitten in another 
form: 

'\Ixl ·· .'\Ix.df(xl'·· .,x,J = 0 or f(x 1, •• • ,x,,) = q) 

and 3! Xl' .. 3! xk (f(x1, .•• , Xli) = q) 

where q, just like above is an arbitrary atom of L. 

(5.7b) 
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If cP is an arbitrary element ofJ('k, on the basis of definition (4.5) onlv 
that should be verified that 

"t/CP(Xl'" ., x/c) (f(x1, .. . ,xd /\ CP(Xl'" .,x/{) = 0 or 

f(x1 , •.. , x!J /W(x1, ••• , x,J = f) and f(x1,···, xli) / 0). 
(5.8) 

First of all the formula (5.7 b) containing singular quantificrs, directly ensures 
that f (x)' ... ,x,,) / O. On the other hand, it i;:: evident, that 

and 

(Xl' ... , x,J E L/' => (f(x1, ... , x,~) /\ CP(X1' ... , x/c) = 0 or 

f(x1, ••• , xtJ /\ CP(xl' ... , XiJ = f(x1, ... x/c)) 

since, in case of the fulfilment of the implicant foremember, the value of f 
can only be an atom of L, in compliance with (5.7 a). Comparing these results 
we ohtain (5.8). It can also be proved that if a g(x1 ... x/c) does not fulfil 
(5.7 a), it can always be produced as the disjunction of at least two functions, 
complying (5.7 a), pro-dded that g(x1 • •• Xli) / o. 

Now, it is easy to comprehend the functions qL defined by (5.6 a) and 
(5.6 b), are really the atoms of the lattice of functions type f: N xk 

- N, 
since on the hasis of (5.3 a-d) and (5.4 a-h) 

le 

'rim (im = x m) =- A xy 0 
j=l 

"'with such values of ill! (5.6 a) and (5.6 b) give 2 and 3, resp. i.e. the atoms 
of N. 

To prove that the atoms according to (5.6 a) and (5.6 h) give the totality 
of functions f: lV<k ~ LV, we leave for the reader. 

Having these finally obtained results, it follows directly the corollary: 
.7" is the Boolean algebra of all possible, not more than k-valued functions, 
as was stated before. 

There remains the objective, to give the canonical expansion of an 
arbitrary fE Fk function. Let N xk (i) c;; NX/c 0 < i < 3 be in such a way that 

f: (Xl' ... , X/c) -+ i => (Xl" - .. , Xli) E Nxh (i). 

With this notation for arbitrary f (Xl' X z • ••• Xli) 

f(x j •••• ,x,,,) = V q~ V V q(':-J, 
(i1> ... , i;)E (i" ... , ik)E 

(5.9) 

"Xl:(2)US"'l:(1) NXl:(3)UNxk(1) 

k 

h . """. 4m
-

1
• were] =...::.. Lm 

m=j 
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We refer here that the system of functions in the above sense, can be 

expressed not only in the yk = <F"; <; V, 1\, " B.) form but by means of 
other operations, differring from these. In the foregoing, reference was already 

] k " made to the Post-system [6 : yp <F; <; U, n, ~, -), this also forms 
a complete system. But introducing, for example, the generalized Scheffer 

operation: 
def 

ab=,aV,b (5.10) 

.7~' = I Fk; : , !:i) is also a complete system. For the sake of interest we 

remark that a complete system can be produced even by means of a single 
. " ,. V operatIOn: F,. = (.7"': <; 0) where a 0 b is the" -ebb operation": 

der 
aob='""'-'(aUb) (5.11) 

VI. The application of the ·.r and .7" Boolean algehras for the analysis and 
synthesis of logical networks 

There were already initiatives to use lattice theoretieal means for the 
description of logical networks [7], but with knowledge of diseussions, more 
or less independent of lattice theory, of ordinary Boolean algebras, the use 
of lattice theory is really not necessary. In many-valued logics, on the 

contrary, one can gct along, practically only 'with kno'wledge of lattice theory. 
A5 for the description of dynamic logical networks or the introduction 

of many-yalued logics respectively, in the Soviet Union seyeral research 
wOTker5 made initiative :3teps ([8], [9], [10]), and achicyed interesting results, 
but they did not lay much stress on the general algehraie treatment. Though 
[9] introduces six logical yalues and defines operations, hut further on gives 
only the form of a half-canonical expansion. Later on, we shall show that 
the t,\·o logical values, introduced in [9] fOT the pulses, are not necessaTY 
because by means of the four-yalued Boolean algebra shown in the foregoing, 
eyerything ean he described for which the structure, introduced in [9J, wa5 
intended. 

[8], [10], and [11] deal almost exclusively with the special features 
of the corresponding operation, denoted as £:.,. by us. They giye (especially 
[11]) useful algoTitluns for the logical designer. Their common rcstriction is 
that they use two-valued Boolean algebra, in this 'way they cannot elaborate 

a uniform, consistent formalism. 
Let us now pay attention to the appearence in time, of logical signals. 

If 'I'e disregard the yery short duration pulses, it can be said that the logical 
yalues might come one after the other in a strict sequential order: 0 may be 
followed only by 2, 2 only by 1, 1 only by 3, and 3 only by O. If we permit 
.3 to follow 2, and 2 might COllle after 3, then we already have appropriate 
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means for the handling of pulses too. It is easy to see however, that by means 
of a combinational network in a ,,,-ider sense (namely for which Xout (t) = 

- k 
0= f(Xin (t», Xout, Xi" E .rv, f E F) the above type pulse cannot be produced 
uf one edge (see for example fig. 1.). 
This fact would make the analysis much more difficult. Let us make some 
further ahstractions, permit the succession of 2 and 0, and 3 and 1 respectively 

o 

[ 
I I 

Fig. 1. Xon-combinational differentiation Fig. 2. "Edge preserving" differentiation 

too. In this casc, the formation of a pulse from an edge (see fig. 2.) can be 
more simply represented. 
This type of "differentation" can be described with the function 

Xout (t) = Xin (t) /\ 3. Xin (t) 

thus it can he handled as a combinational logic. Finally, of course, therc is 
the possibility to conncct the pulse, at the formation from an cdge (in casc 
of "clifferentation") to thc appearance of a suitable short duration logic level 
(0 or 1) (sec fig. 3.). At this point, naturally, we should assume 

o 

Fig_ 3. "Perfect" differentiation 

that the In-cls (0 and 1) might also follow each other, i.e. the obtained pulse 
has no edges (see [8], (3». The relationship hetween the signals of fig. 3. can 
no,\- he expresscd especially simply: 

Xout (t) = 2 X in (t). 

\Vith this, at the same time, a clear interpretation of operation _ is givcn. 
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At this point, it is important to Tealize that the formalism, introduced 
III chapters IlL, IV. and V., does not mean any restrictions for the timing 
sequence of the individual states, and thus any representation may be applied 

freely, suitably to the purpose. 
As for the realization techniques, in most cases, the maximum interval, 

while the states 2 and 3 are maintained, is commensurable with the disturhing 

signal shifts caused hy the delay, storage, etc. of the circuits. In such realiza
tions it is not practical to huild up, for example, the direct realization of the 
following expression: 

In other realizations it occurs that, though, the defined operations can he 
realized hy simple physical means, the realization is not perfect (especially 
difficult is the Tealization of the relationship 2 !\ 3 = 0, 2 / 3 = 1). These 
restrictive aspects should he taken into consideration just like the timing 
hazards in two-valued logic. 

On the basis of the above said, there is no objection to the precise 
definition of dynamic logical networks: to describe algebraicall)" the operation 
of such networks, beside the operations defined in (3.1), it is necessary to introduce 
the operation of (5.1) as well. On the other hand, the logical networks which 
can be properly described by the operations of (3.1), are called static-logical net

works. 
Now let us turn our attention to the extension, important from a prac

tical aspect, of the set of operations and functions introduced so far. Let us 
introduce the following operations (functions): 

def 
V x =2.,x 

dei 
DX=X 

def 
\]x=x'/'7 X 

" dei 
X c,. Y = (X 1\ I LJ X V =; X) I ). l::::oO)" 

(6.la) 

(6.lb) 

(6.lc) 

(6.ld) 

(6.le) 

(reading in the above order: nabla-dash, delta, nabla, pre-delta, pre-nabla). 
By means of these operations, the so called differentiating or priming-dif
ferentiating gates can be described. Thus, it might be said that the dynamie 
logical networks are characterised by the occurence of means, realizing the 
operations (5.1), (5.2), (6.la-e). 

In the further part of this chapter, some useful identities, in connection 
with the above operations, are shown. The mostly simple verifications are 
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left to the reader. To elude the unnecessary parenthesises we shall kf'ep the 
following precedence order among operations: " B, '9, /::" v, 0; /\; ~; 
\/; V. Among unary (of one variable) operations the order of 'Nriting is 
decisive. 

First, here are the relations and their duals, related to nablas, deltas 
and quadrangles: 

\ia= ,6 a; 

a /\ /:, a = a; 

6 va = 0; 

/:, a /\ 6 ,a = 0; 

Bb a = 0; 

B'9 a == 0; 

b a !I /::, b = /:, a /\ /::, b; 

/::,a=, V ,a 

aV va=a 

v/::'a=l 

v a VV,a=l 

7'9a=O 

a= 0 ,a 

, a /\ b a = 0; " a/\'Va=O. 

Employing the (6.2) relationships 

aV/::',a)/\6 b 

a7b=,(,a ,b) 

=,(,a/\, aV/:,a)V\ib. 

Also it can simply be derived that 

/::, a ~ b = 0; 

V a ~ b = /:, b; 

a a= 0; 

/:, (a ~ b) = a ~ b; 

/::, (ay b) = 0; 

Introduce the following notation: 

vayb=l 

/::,a b=vb 

a a=l 

v(ayb)=ayb 

V(a~b)=l. 

[S! a = a /\ ---; ,= a V/::" a. 

(6.2a) 

(6.2b) 

(6.2c) 

(6.2d) 

(6.2e) 

(6.2f) 

(6.2g) 

(6.2h) 

(6.2i) 

( 6.2j) 

(6.3a) 

(6.3b) 

(6.4a) 

(6.4b) 

(6.4c) 

(6.4d) 

(6.4e) 

(6.5) 
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It can be verified \vith the appropriate "truth" tables that 

[SI (a /\ b) = [SI a /\ [Sj b. 

On the other hand 

[SI (a V b) =1= [SI a V [SI b 
but 

2/\ [SI (a V b) = 2/\ (is] a V [SI b). 

With these and with ·(6.3a) 

a/\b c=(a c)/\(b~c) 

(aVb)b:.c=a cVb c. 

From these two identities, with full induction and dualization resp., can he 
obtained 

II II 

Aaib..b=A(ai b) 
i i 

II 

(Vai) 
i 

II 

b = V ai:':"" b 
i 

n n 
A ai '7 b = A (ai 7 b) 
i i 

II II 

Va i 7 b=V(ai 7b) 
i i 

(6.6a) 

(6.6h) 

(6.6c) 

(6.6d) 

If we write down the "truth" tables of 1\ (a /\ b), and 6(a\lb), it can 
be verified merely at a glance that 

or with dualization 

With induction: 

L (a 1\ b) = a /\ b /\ (6 a V 6 b) 

/\ (a V b) = , a b V b 0 

\1 (a V b) = a V b V (\1 a 1\ \1 b) 

\1 (a !\b)=(,a7b) 1\(, b7a). 

11 11 n 

6 (A aJ = A ai /\ V 6 ai 
i i i 

n n n 

L(VaJ=VA(,aj' ai) 
i i j¥=i 

(6.7a) 

(6.7h) 
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II n n 

v( A ai) =A V (,aj ~ ai) (6.7c) 
i i j#i 

n n n 

V(V ai) = V ai V A Vai· (6.7d) 
i i 

Using (6.7a-b) in (6.3a) 

n n 
a A bi = Q a I\L::.(A bi) = 

1 

n n 
Q a /\ A bi /\ (V 6, bi) = 

i i 

n n 
= A bi /\ V a ~ bi 

i i 

n n 
a b:.(V bJ= Q a /\ L::. (V bi) = 

n n 
Q a /\ V A (, bj bl ) = 

i j#i 

11 11 

= V A (Q a 1\ Q , b j 1\ L::. bi ) =~ 
i j#i 

n n 

V A (a 1\ ,b i :c...b i )· 
i j#! . 

With dualization it can be directly obtained again that 

lZ n n 

a V A bi = A V (a V ~ bi V bi ) 
1 i j#i " 

n 11 n 

fl I . V b i = Vb! V A (a 1- b i) . 
i i i 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

(6.8c) 

(6.8d) 

Surveying all the;;:e relations, it is evident that, according to what was 
discussed in chapter IV., they apply to the elements of 1V and Fk as well. 

·VII. Application examples 

In this chapter we shall try to demonstrate the practical application 
of those, shown so far, especially in the preceding chapter, on some simple, 
more exactly simplified, examples. 
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1. Equation of dynamic flip-flop 

It is well known that the operation of storage elements cannot be des
cribed with an equations of the following type: 

Xout (t) = f(xin 1 (t), X in 2 (t), ... ). (7.1) 

The flip-flop is the simplest of storage elements since no time parameter 
should be given to describe it. That is why "we choose it now as an example. 
Let us decide upon the following notation: 

x' (t) lim x(r), r < t (7.2) 
~-·t 

(Introducing this notation, we must remind the logical value - physical 
parameter assignment, given in chapter I., especially as regards the domains 
of the physical parameter to be open or closed.) With this notation the general 
equation of the flip-flop is: 

Q = .., r t (s V t Q') /\ 1 (.s s /\ B Q') V 

!:::, S /\ [:,. Q' V 1 r /\ t::.. r /\ '7 Q' (7.3) 

with the condition that 

'it (s(t) /\ r(t)) = 0 (7.4) 

where 
def t Q' = B Q' V 1 n Q' /\ Q', 

while sand r symbolize the set and reset signals. Though (7.3) is absolutely 
precise, its use would lead beyond the scope of this paper, thus let us be 
satisfied with the treatment of the simplified equation below: 

Q = 1 r /\ (s V Q') (7.5) 

while (7.4) is valid further on. This formula requires two restrictions: on the 
one hand 

'it (s(t) /\ r' (t) = 0) and '\It (s' (t) /\ r(t) = 0) (7.6a) 

on the other hand, for these to in which 

(7.6b) 

. the above does not give a quite correct result. 
The discussion and comparison of (7.3) and (7.5) "would give many 

interesting results but this would exceed the aims of this paper. We remark 
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only that following from (7.6) and (7.5) 

'Vt (Q(t) =1= Q' (t) = Q(t) = 1 and Q' (t) =1= 3 

or Q(t) = 0 and Q' (t) =1= 2) 

In case of dynamic set and reset 

(7.7) 

(7.8a) 

(7 .8b) 

·where x symbolizes the priming signal and c the firing signal. With this 
the equation of the dynamic flip-flop: 

Q = , (xr :.::. crY /\ (xs L::c. Cs V Q') 

(xs~· cs) /\ (xr ~ cr) = o. 

The equation of the complementing (T type) flip-flop deriYCs directly 

Q=,(Q C)i\(,Q~C\jQ') 

(7.9a) 

(7.9b) 

(7.10) 

while (7 .9b) is fulfilled automatically. As a consequence of (7 .8 a-b), here 

going heyond (7.7) 

Vt (Q(t) Q' (t) = Q(t) = 1 and Q' (t) = 2 or Q(t) = 0 

alld Q' (t) = 3) (7.11) 

With a yie,\' to practice, the following two relations have great sig
nificance. Starting from (7.5) 

f::. Q = L (-J i\ (s Q'» = 

= -I l' /\ (s \,/ Q') /\ (f::. ,1' V f::. (s V Q')) = 

= , l' /\ (s V Q') /\ L , l' V ,r i\ (5 V Q') /\ (, s Q') 

,1' /\ (s V Q') /\ (, Q'L::c.s) 

where we relied mainly on (6.7h). Continuing: 

f::. Q = s /\ f::. l' V Q' l\ 6. , l' /\ S /\ ( , s ~ Q') V 
,r l\ (, s ~ Q') V, l' /\ hQ'::c.. s) V ,r ;\ Q' l\ (, Q' s). 

Now here we utilized (6.7b) and (6.3a). If we consider (7.8 a-b), (6.3 b), 
(6.4e) and (3.6c), then 

f::. Q = , r /\ (6Q' V , Q'. s) 

5 Pcriodica Polytechnica El. XI/So 
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since obviously [Sj -, S = 1. If now we exclude the to times, already determined 
above, then 6 Q' also might be left out from beside -i Q' ~ s, then considering 

(7.4) again, we obtain: 

6 Q = -,Q'~s = 

= -, Q' 1\ Xs Cs' (7.12) 

After similar deduction it might he ohtained that 

6,Q= Q'~r = 

= Q' /\ xr....:c. Cr· (7.13) 

2. Equation of shift-register 

If a shift register consists of the Qi, 0 < i < n storage elemenst, and 
c is the shifting pulse, then 

1 <i 11 

o i < 11. 

With this 

Qi = -, (-, Qi-1::.::o. c) /\ (Qi-l cV Q;) 

= (Qi-l V -, c) /\ (Qi-l cV Qf), 1 < i 11 
(~ .. Ha) 

Qo = (Xin 7 -, c) /\ (Xi" .:... c V Q' 0)· 

3. Simple binary counter 

The rule is known, aceording to which, if Qi is the i-th storage element 
of a binary counter (0 n), then 

i-I 

Si = -, Qi /\ A Qj c, 
j=O 

i-I 

ri = Qi /\ A Qj':'" C, 
j=O 

Sa= -,Q()~c; ro=Qo:::'.c 

lv-here c is the symhol of the signal to he counted and 

If we introduce the notation 

i-I 

.A Qj c = 6 Ci' 
}=o 

1 <i< n, Co = c 

n (7.15a) 

(7.15b) 

(7.15c) 

(7.16) 
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then 

Si= o :s: i < n. 

On the other hand 

i-I i-'2 

D, Ci = A Q i:::::" C = Qi-l 1\ A Q/~ C = 
j=O - j=-1 

(7.17) 

If (7.13) IS applied to a complementing flip-fIop, then 

L ---, Q = Q ;\ Q" C = Q C 

as a consequence of (7.11). Comparing with the expression of L::Ji: 

(7.18) 

if complementing flip-flops are chosen for storage elements. With this 

S; = I Qi '''':'' -, Qi-l; Ti = Qi..::c. I Qi-l' 

Si) = " Qo ~ C: To = Qo c, 

4. Elimination of triggering hazards 

1 (7.19a) 

(7.19b 

In accordance with the remarks in the preceding chapter, hazards are 
mostly encountered if a signal, expressible in a V b, or a /\ b form, arrived 
to the input of a storage element or to a differentiating input, in which case 

D a 0 b " O. (It is more suitable to attribute the other type hazards to 
the inappropriate frequency choice or the improper adjustment of delays.) 

In purely dynamic net'works (that is, in which differentiating gates are con
nected to all storage element inputs) the above circumstance should be taken 
into consideration only at the differentiating inputs. 

Take for example the realization of the expression 

5 = x 7 Cl 1\ c2 ( 7.:0 

where S e.g. means the set condition, in negative logic, of a posltrve going 

edge triggered flip-flop. The functioning of the circuit in the usual semi
conductor realization is ohyiously unreliahle if for example Cl = 2 and C2 = 3 
might occur at the same time. 

Let us convert the (7.20) expression in such a way that the realization 
corresponding to the new expression, could work reliably even in case of 
slight timing errors! 
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On the basis of (6.3b) 

then taking (6.7d) 

s=,(,:1:/\, 

If ·we again apply (6.3h) and (6.6d). wc ohtain the e::cprcssion 

s = (x V l cJ cJ 1\ (x V ,cz) (7.21) 

as a final result. Though, this expression can be realized only hy means of 
considerably more elements than the (7.20) expression, hut its operation is 

free of anv timing uncertainty. 

* 

In the paper, discarding the ordinary Boolean algebra, ·we introduced 
a ne'w, four-valued Boolean algehra. By means of this, the analysis and 
synthesis methods, elahorated on the basis of ordinary Boolean algebra, can 
be generalized for dynamic networks too, opening the way to the algebraic 
design of dynamic netiyorks. 
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Summary 

The paper discusses a formalism which, introducing four logical values, besides the 
logic levels, considers the edges too. The formalism is based on lattice theoretical methods 
al{d it is pointed out that the~ introduced structure is in effect a generalized Boolean algebra. 
After denominating the atoms and the canonical decompositions many relatio·nships, important 
from a practical aspect. are discussed on the basis of the introduced operations. Finally some 
simple design examples are given. 
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